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Some Geometries for J3 and 0' N 
SATOSHI YOSHIARA 
Two geometries for 13 and 0' N are constructed and described in terms of subgroups. The 
former gives the projective reduced Lefschetz module and the latter has a nice diagram with 
some known geometries for II and Mll as residues. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note, two new geometries for the sporadic group 13 and 0' N (neither of them 
is involved in Monster) of rank greater than 2 are constructed in terms of subgroups 
and described briefly. 
The geometry for 13 is a 2-local geometry of rank 3 whose truncations of rank 2 had 
been previously studied in [7, 10]. Although it is not residually connected, it has a 
similar property to the buildings; that is, the reduced Lefschetz module (over a field of 
characteristic 2) obtained from this geometry is projective (but not irreducible) (see [8, 
§3.7 and 1.7]). As is shown in [8], this property is satisfied by only a small number of 
the known sporadic geometries. 
The geometry for 0' N comes from another motivation. It is known that there are 
two sporadic groups isomorphic to proper subgroups of 0' N: Janko's first group II and 
the Matheiu group Mll of degree 11 (see [3,9,11]; the existence of a subgroup 
isomorphic to Mll of 0' N was first established, independently, in these papers). Thus it 
is natural to seek a geometry, admitting a flag-transitive action of 0' N, whose 
stabilizers of suitable objects are isomorphic to II and Mil' In the latter part of this 
note, one example of such geometries of rank 4 is constructed, using the explicit 
generators of 0' N obtained in [11, §4]. Although this geometry is not residually 
connected (at one residue of rank 2), two residues of rank 3 are isomorphic to the 
known geometries for II and Mll on 266 and 12 points, respectively. (Both of them are 
described in [2], and the former is characterized by [6].) 
After submitting this paper, the author was informed by A.. A. Ivanov and one of 
the referees that A. A. Ivanov and S. V. Shpektorov also obtained a geometry for 0' N 
closely related to ours (see [3].) It has a nice diagram of rank 5 with one residue 
isomorphic to the geometry associated with the Petersen graph. 
2. A 2-LocAL GEOMETRY OF RANK 3 FOR 13 
2.1 CoNSTRUCTION. Let G be the third Janko's simple group 13 of order 
27 .35 .5.17.19. We review some properties of 2-local subgroups of G (see [1,4,10]). 
The group G has one conjugacy class of involutions. There exists a chain of elementary 
abelian 2-subgroups (v) c FeE satisfying: 
(1) v is an involution, IFI = 4, lEI = 16; 
(2) CG(v) = 2:+4: As; 
(3) NG(E) = 24: (3 x As), CG(E) = E, and E is a natural module for GL2(4) = 3 x As; 
(4) F is 02,3(NG (E»-invariant and NdF) = 22+4: (3 x S3) (in particular, CG(F) con-
tains a 3-element). 
Now we take as vertices of our geometry the conjugates of v, F and E in G. They 
are called vectors, points and lines, and denoted by 'V, ~ and .ft, respectively. The 
names are suggested by the following facts. We may regard E as a 2-dimensional space 
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over F4 by (3) and F as its I-dimensional subspace by (4), which contains 3 non-trivial 
vectors. We introduce an incidence relation * on 'V U !/P U:£ simply by inclusion. We 
denote by r the resulting incidence geometry. 
For a flag X of r, Gx denotes the stabilizer of X in G, and Kx denotes the kernel of 
the action of Gx on the residue of X. For a subset i!t of vertices, i!t(X) means the set of 
vertices in i!t incident with X. 
2.2 LEMMA. G acts on r flag-transitively. 
PROOF. Let (w, P, L), WE 'V, P E!/P, L E:£ be a maximal flag. Since :£ is a 
conjugacy class of G, we may assume that L = E. By (3), E is a 2-dimensional vector 
space over F4 on which a subgroup isomorphic to As acts naturally. Since GL2(4) acts 
transitively on the pairs of I-dimensional subspace of E and non-trivial vectors 
contained in it, there is an element g E Nc(E) such that wg = v and pg = F. D 
2.3 REMARK. Any non-trivial vector in a 2-dimensional vector space over F4 
generates the unique I-dimensional subspace over F4• Thus for any flag of type ('V, :£), 
there exists a unique maximal flag containing it. In particular, the geometry r does not 
have a characteristic in the rigorous sense: that is, for any prime p, one of the 
geometric parameters [2] is not a power of p. However, except those for flags of type 
('V, :£), every geometric parameter turn out to be powers of the prime p = 2 (see 2.4). 
Thus p = 2 is the most interesting prime as a characteristic of an algebraically closed 
field over which the reduced Lefschetz module L(n is defined (see 2.7). 
2.4 LEMMA (structures of residues). (1) For any vector w E 'V, Resr(w) consists of 
5 connected components, each of which is isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph 
K2,1' In particular, I:£(w) I = 10, I !/P(w) I = 5. 
(2) For any point P E !/P, Resr(P) is isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K 3,2' In 
particular, I 'V(P) I = 3, I:£(P)I = 2. 
(3) For any line L E:£, Resr(L) consists of 5 connected components, each of which is 
isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K 3,l' In particular, I'V(L)I = 15, I !/P(L) I = 5. 
PROOF. By the definition of incidence, we have Iv(E)1 = 15, Iv(F)1 = 3 and 
I!/P(E)I = 5. It follows from the flag-transitivity 2.2 that 
#{(L, P) E:£ x !/P I L * P} = 1:£1·5 = I!/PI 'I:£(P)I 
and so on. Using the values 1:£1 = [G: Nc(E)] = 2.33 .17.19, I !/PI = 33 .5.17.19, 
Ivl = 34 .17.19, we have I:£(P) I = 2. Similarly, we have the numbers of vertices in 
each residue. Since the incidence is defined by inclusion, the remaining assertions can 
be easily verified. D 
In order to determine the actions of stabilizers of vertices, we will first examine the 
explict structure of the residue of a vector. Let (v, F, E) be a maximal flag with v E V, 
F E !/P and E E:£, and set C: = Cc ( v) and K: = 02( C) = 2~+4. There are 10 involutions 
in K\{v}, say Zi' ZiV (i = 1, ... ,5). We set P; = (v, Zi) and :£(P;) = {Li' Mi} (see 2.4) 
for each i = 1, ... , 5. 
2.5 LEMMA. Under the above notation, we have the following: 
(1) !/P(v) = {P; I i = 1, ... , 5} and :£(v) = {Li' Md i = 1, ... ,5}; 
(2) Li n M = P; and Li n X = (v) for any line X E :£(V)\{Li' Mi}; 
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(3) for each 1 ~ i "* j ~ 5, the involution Zj interchanges the vectors Zi and Z;V in v(I';), 
and interchanges the two lines L; and M; in .2'(1';); 
(4) for any involution in C\K, there is a unique line in .2'(v) containing it. 
PROOF. (1,2) Suppose F ¢. K. Since the centralizer in As = CI K of a non-trivial 
2-subgroup is a four group, CG(F)KI K (!;; CCIK(FKI K» is a 2-group. However, CG(F) 
contains a 3-element by 2.1(4), which is a contradiction. Thus Fe K and F = I'; for 
some i. Since gJ(v) consists of 5 four groups conjugate by C, we have gJ(v) = {I'; I i = 
1, ... ,5}. . 
Suppose L; n M; contains I'; properly. Then L; n M; = E 8 • An element t of CG(I';) of 
order 3 acts on L;, and acts trivially on both LJ L; n M; and L; n MJ 1';. Then 
t E CG(L;) = L;, which contradicts 2.1(3). Thus L; n M; = I'; for each i = 1, ... ,5. In 
particular, I'; = K n L; = K n M;. 
Now C induces As on the 5 connected components of Resr( v) with kernel K. Then 
any involution Z in C\K fixes exactly one component. In particular, X nyc K for any 
X E .2'(1';) and Y E .2'(~) with i"* j. Since X n K = I'; and Y n K =~, we have 
X n Y = I'; n If = (v). Furthermore, the set {L;, M; I i = 1, ... , 5} consists of 10 lines 
containing v, and therefore it coincides with .2'(v) by 2.4(1). 
(3) By observing K = 2:+4, we may verify that Zj interchanges Z; and Z;V. Since I'; 
corresponds to the 1-dimensional subspace of L; over F4 spanned by the vector v, 
CG(v) n NG(I';) n NG(L;) = CG(I';) n NG(L;) by 2.l(3). Thus the involution Zj in 
CG(v) n NG(I';) does not normalize L;, since Zj interchanges two vectors Z; and Z;V in 
1';. 
(4) Since X n K is a point and X nYc K for any distinct X, Y E .2'(v) (see (1,2», 
the number of the ivolutions in the set .1:= UXe.!l'(v) (x\K) is (16 - 4) . 10 = 120. The 
set .1 is contained in C\K, and for any involution Z in .1, there is a unique line 
X E .2'(v) containing z. 
On the other hand, each involution in C\K is conjugate to an involution in the coset 
zK, where Z is an involution in a complement A = As of K in C. The involutions in zK 
are of form zm with m E K, m Z = m -1. By considering the factor group [( of K by (v), 
the image of such m lies in C K{i). Since [( is an orthogonal module for A = Oi2) = 
L 2(4), I CK{i) I = 4, and therefore there are at most 8 involutions in zK. Since there are 
15 involutions in As = C I K, there are at most 15 . 8 = 120 involutons in C\K. Thus the 
above set .1 exhausted all the involutions in C\K, and the claim follows. 0 
2.6 LEMMA (structures of stabilizers). (1) For a vector v, we have Kv = (v) = Z2 
and Gvl Kv = 24: As, where 02(Gvl Kv) = 24 is a natural module for Lz(4) =A5' The 
stabilizer Gv = CG( v) induces As on the 5 connected components of Resr( v) with kernel 
02(Gv) =2:+4. Each involution Z of 02(Gv)\{v} acts trivially on the component 
containing the point (v, z), and induces transpositions on the remaining 4 components. 
(2) For a point F, we have KF = 22+4: 3 and GFI KF = S3' Any involution of GF not 
contained in KF induces transpositions both on 'V(F) and on .2'(F). 
(3) For a line E, we have KE = 02(NG(E» = 24 and GEl KE = Z3 X A 5. The stabilizer 
GE induces A5 on the 5 connected components of Resr(E), and induces Z3 on each 
component isomorphic to K 3,1' 
(4) We have G(v,F) = 2:+4: A 4, G(v,E) = 24: A 4, G(F,E) = 24: (3 x A4) and G(v,F,E) = 
24:A4 • 
PROOF. Claim (3) follows easily from 2.1(3) and 2.4(3). Since K:= 02(CG(V» = 2:+4 
is generated by the involutions, claim (1) follows immediately from 2.1(1) and 2.5(3). 
By 2.1(3), we have Kp = CG(P) n NG(E) = 22+4: 3, where E is a line incident with P 
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(see the proof of 2.5(3». Since Aut(K3•2) = ~ x Z2, it follows from 2.5(3) that Gp 
induces S3 on Resr(P). Thus we have claim (2), and then (4) immediately follows. 0 
2.7 CONTRACTIBILITY OF THE FIXED SUBCOMPLEX BY AN INVOLUTION. By 2.4, the 
Euler characteristic (see [8]) of this geometry is: 
l-I'YI-I9lI-I.2'1 + (51.2'1 + 151.2'1 + 319l1) - 5·3· 1.2'1 = 28 .511. 
Thus this number is divided by the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, which suggests 
the possibility of the projectivity of the reduced Lefschetz module L(r) associated with 
r over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. It is proved in [8, §3.7] that L(r) 
gives, in fact, a projective module for J3 , by verifying the following 'local contractibility 
property' of r. 
2.7.1 PROPOSITION. Let z be an involution of G, and rz = ('Yz, ~,.2'z) be the 
subgeometry of r with vertices fixed by z. Then the simplicial complex ..1Z associated 
with rz is contractible (in the usual topological sense). 
It is shown by Webb (see [8, §1.4]) that 2.7.1 implies the (virtual) projectivity of the 
reduced Lefschetz module L(r) over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. 
Moreover, the corresponding result holds for G a finite group of Lie type in 
characteristic p, rits building and z any element of order p of G (see [8, §1]). That is, 
our geometry r shares the local contractibility property with buildings, though the 
whole geometry r itself is not residually connected by 2.4. By [8], only a small number 
of the known sporadic geometries satisfy this property. 
In the rest of this section, we will give a proof of 2.7.1 (see also [8, §3.7)). The 
subgreometry rz fixed by z is still large (in fact, l'Yzl = 131, I~I = 85 and l.2'zl = 50), 
and so we have to find a smaller subcomplex of ..1Z having the same homotopy type as 
..1z. The following observation gives us a useful tool for this reducing process [8, §2.1]. 
(For the definition of collapsibility, for example, see [8, §2].) 
2.7.2 LEMMA. Let I be a geometry, X a set of vertices of some fixed type. Assume 
for any vertex x E X that the complex of the residue Resl:(x) is collapsible. Then the 
complex of I has the same homotopy type as the complex of the subgeometry of I 
obtained from I by deleting X. 
For each vertex x E ~z fixed by z, where ~ = 'Y, 9l or.2', we have z E Gx- We denote 
by ~o the set of vertices x in ~z containing z in the kernel Kx. Note that 'Yo = {z} by 
2.6(1). Furthermore, let 11, r; and 13 be the subgeometries of rz with vertices 
'Yz U ~ U .2'0, 'Yz U 910 U.2'o and 'Yo U 9lQ U .2'0, respectively, and let ..1; be the 
associated simplicial complex with lj, i = 1, 2, 3. 
First, we will show that ..1z has the same homotopy type as the subcomplex ..1\ by 
applying 2.7.2 to I = rz and X = .2'Z\.2'o. Since z induces an involution of Gd KL =As 
for any line L E .2'Z\.2'o, z fixes exactly one connected component of Resr(L). Then, by 
2.6(3), the residue of L in rz (the fixed subgeometry of the residue Resr(L) by z) is 
isomorphic to K 3,l> and therefore the associated complex is collapsible. Thus ..1z has 
the same homotopy type as ..11 by 2.7.2. 
Next, z induces an involution of Gp/ Kp = S3 for any point P E ~\9lQ, and therefore 
the residue of P in rz consists of the unique vector by 2.6(2). Then it coincides with the 
residue of P in the geometry I = r;, and is collapsible. Thus by applying 2.7.2 to 
X = ~\9lO, the complex ..1\ has the same homotopy type as ..12 , 
Finally, take any vector w in X = 'YZ \ 'Yo. Then we have either z E C\K or 
z E K\{w}, where C:= Gw and K:= 02(C), If z E K, the residue (9lQ(w), .2'o(w» of w 
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in 12 is contained in the connected component with the point P : = (w, z), since z acts 
non-trivially on any other component by 2.5(3). Since z E P, it is contained in Kp and 
KL = L for any L E ::t(P), and therefore the residue of w in 12 is isomorphic to K 1,2' 
Thus the associated complex is collapsible in this case. If Z E C\K, Z fixes exactly one 
connected component of Resr( w). Let P be the unique point in this component. By 
2.5(4), exactly one of the two lines in ::t(P) contains z, and therefore the residue of w 
in 12 is isomorphic to K 1,1' Thus the associated complex is also collapsible. 
Now, by applying 2.7.2 to I = 12 and X = 'Y2\ 'Yo, the complex ..12 has the same 
homotopy type as ..13, Since 'Yo = {z}, ..13 is a cone with vertex z, and therefore 
contractible to z. Hence we can conclude that the original complex ..1z is 
contractible. 0 
3. A GEOMETRY FOR 0' N 
3.1 REVIEW AND NOTATION. Let G be the simple group of O'N of order 29, 
34 .5 . 73 • 11 . 19 . 31. In [11, §4] we have: 
3.1.1. LEMMA. There exist elements r, u, w, Z and d in G satisfying the following 
relations: 
r3 = u2 = w2 = Z2 = d2 = 1, 
(ru)3 = 1, (rw)2 = (rz)2 = (rd)2 = 1, 
(UW)3 = (UZ)3 = 1, (Ud)2 = 1, 
(WZ)2 = r, (Wd)2 = 1 and (Zd)3 = 1. 
3.1.2 NOTATION. Throughout this section, the letters r, u, w, Z and d are used to 
denote the elements of G above. Furthermore, we set B = (r, u, w), S = (r, u, w, d), 
L= (r, u, w, z) and M= (r, u, w, z, d). 
3.1.3 LEMMA (see [11, §4]). (1) B =As, S = Ss, L = L 2(11) and M = MH . 
(2) There exists an- element f of order 4 satisfying Co(B) = B X (f), No(B) = 
(B X (f»(d) andfd = f- 1• 
(3) There exists an involution q; in Aut(G)\G such that Co(q;) =J1> CM(q;) = L, 
M'P=I=M, d'P = dt, where t= 1 or-1. 
3.1.4 NOTATION. Throughout this section, the letters f and q; denote the above 
elements. We set p = uw, the element of order 3 in B. Furthermore, set J = Co(q;), 
C = Co (f2), R = 03( Co(p», K = Co(p)' and N = No(R). Since C is the centralizer in 
G of the involution f2, C = 4· L 3( 4) ·2 (see [5]). 
3.1.5 LEMMA (cf. [11, §2]). (1) Co(p) = R X K, where R = E9 and K =A6' 
(2) Co(K) is a Frobenius group with kernel R and complement isomorphic to Z4' 
(3) There exists an element h of order 4 in C n N such that h2f2 is an invoution of 
Co(K) and N = (Co(K) X K)(h) = «E9: Z4) X A6)' Z2' 
In the following, we frequently use the results in 3.1.1-5 without explicit references. 
3.2 CONSTRUCTION. We take the right cosets of G by J, M, C and N as the sets 
of vertices (denoted by,1,.Ai, ~ and .N'respectivey), and let r = r(G; J, M, C, N) be the 
group geometry determined by them. That is, the incidence * is defined by Xg * Yh if 
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Xg n Yh =1= 0 (or, equivalently, Xg n Yh is a coset of X ny), where {X, Y} c 
{J, M, C, N}. We note that {J, M, C, N} is a maximal flag. 
3.3 LEMMA (parabolic subgroups). (1) M n N = (p, u) x (p', d) = S3 X S3, where 
p' is an element of order 3 in K inverted by d. Furthermore, u commutes with K. 
(2) JnM= L=L2(11), In C = (f2) X B =Z2 xAs, JnN= (p, u) x (q,P) =S3 x 
DIO , where q=Pp'd is an element of order 5 inverted by f2. MnC=S=Ss, 
C n N = CN(P) = «E9: Z4) x Ds). Z2' 
(3) JnMn C= B =As, JnM nN= (p, u) x (p'd) =D12' J n C nN= (p, u) x 
(f2) =D12' M n C nN= (p, u) x (d) =D12 and JnM n CnN= (p, u) =S3' 
PROOF. (1) As the centralizer of an element of order 3 in Mll , C M(P ) = Z3 X S3' 
Since d is an involution in CM(p), there exists an element p' of order 3 with 
CM(p)=(p)x(p',d). Since S3=(p',d)~CG(p)=RXK, (p',d)cK and Mn 
R = (p). Then M n N = NM(R) ~ NM(p) = CM(p)(u). On the other hand NM(p) ~ 
NG( 03( CM(p))) = N, and so N n M = NM(p). 
Let y be an involution in CG(K) = E9: Z4' Then NG(p) = (R: (y» x K. Since u is 
an involution inverting p, u = syk for some s E Rand k E K. The group (f, d) 
is a subgroup of K isomorphic to Ds, commuting with u. Thus k E CK(f, d) = (f2). 
Assume k = p. Since u acts on (p') = 03(CM(P) n K), (f2, d) is a four subgroup 
of K acting on (p'), which does not occur in A 6 • Thus k = 1, and so u =sy E CG(K) 
and NM(p) = (p, u) x (p', d). 
(2) Since M'" =1= M and L 2(11) is maximal in Mll , J n M = L. Since P is an involution 
in J =J1> we have J n C = (f2) X B = Z2 X As. Since p is an element of order 3 in J, 
CAp) = Z3 X D IO • Thus there exists an element q of order 5 inverted by f2 with 
CAp) = (p)(q,P)· Moreover, NnJ=NARnJ)=N/(P). Since qEK, we have 
NAp)=(p,u)x(q,f2) by (1). Finally, it follows from 3.1.5(3) that NnC= 
CN(f2) = (CG(K) x CK(P»(h), where h is an element given in this lemma. 
(3) Since p is an element of order 3 in L = J n M, J n M n N = NL(p) = D12. Let x 
be the central involution of Z(J n M n N). Then x is contained in K and (x) x 
(p, u) =JnM nN. By (1), we may assume that x =p'd, by replacingp' by (p')-t, if 
necessary. (Note that d ~ J.) On the other hand, in J n N we have x = q-ipqi = p q2i 
for some 0 ~ i ~ 4. Since x = p' d =1= p, we may assume that x = p' d = f2q. This proves 
the remaining assertion in (1). Since A6 does not contain an element of order 6, 
[p',f2] =1= 1 and M nNn C = CG(f2) n «p, u) x (p', d» = (p, u) x (d) = D12. The 
other assertions are easily verified. 0 
3.4 LEMMA. (1) M n JC = (M n J)(M n C). 
(2) M n IN = (M n J)(M n N). 
(3) Mn CN= (Mn C)(MnN). 
(4) Nn CJ= (Nn C)(NnJ). 
PROOF. For simplicity, set P = M n N. Recall M n J = Land M n C = S. Now note 
that in the doubly transitive permutation representation of M = Mu on the right cosets 
L/ M of degree 12, the subgroups L, Sand P correspond to the stabilizers of L, 
{L, dL} and {L, Ld = L(p')-t, Lp'} respectively. Since S = Ss is transitive on the 10 
remaining cosets, M has two (L, S)-double cosets. If we take an element b of order 5 
in B and an element x of order 11 in L with x b = x\ then M = LS U L dxS because 
x fixes only the coset L. On the other hand, P has two orbits of lengths 3 and 
6 on the remaining 9 cosets, and so M = LP U L dxip U L dxkp for some I-=:; i, 
k~1O. 
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(1) Suppose L(dx)SnIC=#=0. Then dx=jc for some jEI and cEC. Since qJ 
commutes with x and j, we have 
c-1cq> = (x-1d-1j)r1dq>x = [d, qJl" = (1')", 
where t = 1 or -1 (see 3.1.3). Then r E C because C is qJ-invariant, and so 
(f2)" E C n 1 = B X (f2). However, this implies that x acts on the four group 
(f2, (f2)") and so x E C, a contradiction. Thus M nIC = LS. 
(2) Suppose IN n L dyP =#= ° for y = Xi or Xk. Then dy = jn for some j E 1 and n EN. 
Since N is qJ-invariant, we obtain (rY = n -In q> E N by similar computation as above. 
Since a 4A-element of N is contained either in K or Ca(K) (see [5, §2)), P E Ca(K) or 
P E K. As f2 E K, the former case does not occur. Then P E K and p commutes (f2y. 
However, this implies that ypy-l EM n C = S, the stabilizer of {L, Ld} in M, which 
contradicts the choice of y. 
(3) Let SgP be a (S, P)-double coset in M distinct from SP, and assume 
SgP n CN =#= O. Then g = cn for some c E C and n E N. Since f2 is contained in the 
normal subgroup K of N, we have (f2)8 = (F)" E K. In particular, (F)8 commutes with 
pER, and so gpg-l E C n M = S. Since p and gpg-l are elements of order 3 in S, the 
cosets fixed by them in LIM are Land Ld. Thus g must preserve {L, Ld} and g E S, 
which is a contradiction. 
(4) Let n = cj EN n CJ for some n EN, c E C and j E 1. Since F E K <IN and F E 1, 
we have (F)n = (f2Y E K n 1 = < q, f2) = D10' Then (F)" = q'l2q -i for some 0 ~ i ~ 4, 
and so nqi E C n N. Since q E K nI c. NnI, we have n = (nqi)(q-i) E (Nn C)(N n 
1). 0 
3.5 LEMMA. G acts on r flag-transitively. 
PROOF. Since r is a group geometry, G acts transitively on the flags of rank 2 of 
each type. Now take any flag (1', M', C') of type (J, M, ~). We may assume that 
l' = 1 and M' = M. Since C' e c€(I, M), we have C' = Cg, where g E 1 and m = cg eM 
for sbme c e C. Thus m-l eM nIC = (M nI)(M n C) by 3.4(1). If we write m-l = 
r 1c-1 for j eM n 1 and c eM n C, then C' = Cm = Cj. Hence M n 1 acts transitively 
on ~(I, M), and so G acts transitively on the flags of type (J, M, ~). Similarly, we can 
prove the transitivity of G on the flags of rank 3 of any fixed type. 
Finally, take any maximal flag (1', M', C', N'). By the above paragraph, we may 
assume that l' = 1, C' = C and N' = N. It suffices to show that 1 n C n N is transitive 
on M(I, C, N). Since M' = Mg e M(I, C, N) c. M(I, C), we may take g e 1 n C = B X 
(f2) by the above paragraph. As M nI n C = B, we have M' = M or M(f2). Since 
f2 eI n C nN by 3.3, {M, M(Fn = M(I, C) = M(I, C, N) and the claim is 
proved. 0 
Now, using 3.3 and 3.5, it is straightforward to verify the following structures of 
residues. 
3.6 LEMMA (structures of residues). (1) Resr(I, N) and Resr(J, M) are isomorphic 
to the ordinary pentagon and triangle respectively. Resr(I, C) and Resr(M, C) are 
isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K2,lO' Resr(C, N) consists of 24 connected 
components, each of which is isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K2,2' 
Resr(J, M) is isomorphic to the geometry of the vertices and edges of the complete graph 
on 11 points. In particular, r belongs to the following diagram, where •... 24 ... • 
means the 24 copies of the complete bipartite graph. 












FiGURE 1. Diagram for r. 
If.J(J) correspond to the vertices and edges of the graph of valency 11, having 
automorphism group J1 with stabilizers of vertices L2(11), respectively, and K(J) 
corresponds to a class of pentagons in this graph. 
(3) Resr(M) is isomorphic to the geometry for Mll that appeared in [2]. That is. ~(M) 
corresponds to the 12 points on which Mll acts double transitively, and If.J(M) and K(M) 
correspond to the pairs and triples of points, respectively. 
3.7 REMARK. Any geometric parameter of r [2] is a power of 3, because 
[JnMnC: T]=1O=1+32 and [JnMnN: T]=[JnCnN: T]=[MnNnC: T]= 
2 = 1 + 3° by 3.3, where T = J n M n C n N. Thus the characteristic of r is 3. 
However, it follows from 3.3 that the Euler characteristic of r is 
2.32 .5.19.6067 729, which is not divisible by IGI3 = 34• 
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